We rerank with scores from pretrained masked language models like BERT to improve ASR and NMT performance. These logpseudolikelihood scores (LPLs) can outperform large, autoregressive language models (GPT-2) in out-of-the-box scoring. RoBERTa reduces WER by up to 30% relative on an endto-end LibriSpeech system and adds up to +1.7 BLEU on state-of-the-art baselines for TED Talks low-resource pairs, with further gains from domain adaptation. In the multilingual setting, a single XLM can be used to rerank translation outputs in multiple languages. The numerical and qualitative properties of LPL scores suggest that LPLs capture sentence fluency better than autoregressive scores. Finally, we finetune BERT to estimate sentence LPLs without masking, enabling scoring in a single, non-recurrent inference pass.
Introduction
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and its improvements to natural language understanding have spurred a rapid succession of contextual language representations (Lample and Conneau, 2019; Yang et al., 2019b; Liu et al., 2019) which use larger datasets and more involved training schemes. Their success is attributed to their use of bidirectional context, often via the masked language model (MLM) objective. Here, a token w t is replaced with [MASK] and predicted using all past and future tokens W \t := (. . . , w t−1 , w t+1 , . . . ). In contrast, conventional language models predict w t using only past tokens W <t := (w 1 , . . . , w t−1 ).
Using pretrained contextual representations in sequence-to-sequence architectures involves integrating either their representations (Edunov et al. , * Work in progress. An earlier version was presented at the Workshop on Deep Learning for Low-Resource NLP (DeepLo), EMNLP-IJCNLP 2019.
† Work done during an internship at Amazon AWS AI. 2019) or weights (Yang et al., 2019a) into the encoder or decoder, then training from scratch. However, unidirectional models give log-probability estimates for a sentence W via the chain rule:
These estimates naturally compose with scores from sequence-to-sequence models during decoding, leading to the continued use of language model rescoring in automatic speech recognition (ASR) (Toshniwal et al., 2018; Irie et al., 2019) and neural machine translation (NMT) (Gulcehre et al., 2015; Stahlberg et al., 2018) . Meanwhile, no prior work has evaluated using pretrained masked language models in this "plug-and-play" way. Hence, we propose using log-pseudolikelihood scores (LPLs) for rescoring in ASR and NMT, by way of sentence reranking. Each score is given by summing the conditional log-probabilities log P MLM (w t | W \t ) of each sentence token (Shin et al., 2019) , as induced in BERT by replacing w t with [MASK] . Furthermore, we show that one can finetune BERT to compute LPLs in a single, non-recurrent inference pass. Our scoring and maskless finetuning scheme is shown in Figure 1 .
Reranking with BERT competes with or even outperforms GPT-2 models (Radford et al., 2019) , which are true language models of similar size but trained on more data. Gains scale with dataset and model size: RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) improves an end-to-end ASR model with relative WER reductions of 30%, 18% on LibriSpeech test-clean, test-other respectively (with further gains from domain adaptation), and improves state-of-the-art NMT baselines by up to +1.7 BLEU on lowresource pairs from the TED Talks corpus. In the multilingual case, we find that a single 15- Figure 1 : The masked language model (MLM) scoring scheme. Left: One creates a copy of each sentence with a different token masked. The conditional log probability for the missing token is computed and summed over all sentence copies to give a log-pseudolikelihood score (LPL). One can adapt the MLM to the target domain to improve accuracy. Right: To avoid needing multiple sentence copies, one can compute MLMs on a target corpus, then train a regression model to match these scores. language XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019) can concurrently improve NMT into different target languages out-of-the-box.
Finally, we analyze the properties of LPLs and propose them as a starting point for future ranking or scoring schemes. Numerically, LPLs scale linearly with utterance length and exhibit robustness across reference translation pairs. Qualitatively, LPLs help disentangle fluency from adequacy, with positional cross-entropies visibly spiking at disfluencies due to domain mismatch.
Background
Let X denote audio features or source text tokens, and let W = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |W | ) denote target text tokens. For non-end-to-end ASR and MT systems, having a separate model P LM (W ) is motivated by the Bayes rule decomposition used to select the best hypothesisŴ (Brown et al., 1993) :
The log-linear model
End-to-end ASR and NMT use encoder-decoder architectures that are trained discriminatively (Sutskever et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2016) . Though less principled, many still adopt a log-linear model
with learned functions f, g and a hyperparameter λ, to good effect (Section 4.1). One often takes f = P S2S (W | X) as the sequence-to-sequence model and g = P LM (W ) as the language model, and proceeds in one of two ways (possibly both):
Fusion. Autoregressive models allow f and g to be naturally indexed over time via the chain rule:
Instead of performing arg max W at the end, beam search with width K is often used to restrict to K running sums at each time step. This general approach is known as fusion (Gulcehre et al., 2015) .
Reranking. One computes f (W , X) first, still using beam search to maintain the top K hypotheses and scores. Then, g(W ) is computed for each hypothesis and interpolated with these scores, producing a new top-1 hypothesis. The sequence model is now solely responsible for "capturing" W in its beam (further discussion in Appendix B), but we gain two advantages:
• Length independence. If g is non-recurrent, then g(W ) can be computed in a single inference pass. This difference manifests with self-attentive LMs like SANLMs and Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019) , as recently explored for rescoring Shin et al., 2019; Irie et al., 2019) .
• Scale independence. Fusion requires correspondence between f t and g t at every t, a property naturally met by autoregression. In reranking, f = P S2S does not require g to decompose over time or to be a "true probability" at all; only that a suitable λ exists (the choice of log-linear versus linear is relevant here; see Chen et al. (2017b) for details).
These enables our use of log-pseudolikelihood scores for reranking and motivates our maskless finetuning approach.
Pseudolikelihood
Bidirectional contextual representations like BERT come at the expense of being a "true" language model P LM (W ), as there appears no natural way to generate text (sampling) or produce likelihood scores (density estimation) from these models. This impedes their use in generative tasks, at best serving as initialization for encoder-decoder models (Edunov et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019a) or unidirectional LMs . observed that BERT's MLM objective corresponds to stochastic maximization of the pseudolikelihood estimate (MPLE) (Besag, 1975) 
are random variables in a fullyconnected graph. The estimate is given by
where LPL denotes the sentence-level pseudolikelihood estimate. BERT's MPLE objective may endow it with similar performance to MLE, as MPLE is also (weakly) consistent and related via a relative entropy bound (Mozeika et al., 2014) . We view LPL as a function of W and define the log-pseudolikelihood score:
This motivated 's use of Gibbs sampling to generate text with BERT, and led them to suggest (but not evaluate) LPLs as a proxy for density estimation. These summands are induced from BERT by keeping the positionwise softmax layer (the "MLM decoder"), replacing w t with [MASK], performing inference, then extracting w t 's score at position t.
Concurrently, Shin et al. (2019) sought to extend past work on future-conditional LMs in ASR (Section 5) with bidirectional self-attentive language models (bi-SANLMs). They train shallow models from scratch and use the same [MASK] scoring method, but do not relate their work to pseudolikelihood, which provides a framework to explain their success and observed behaviors (Section 4). Experimentally, we extend their evaluations to pretrained models, to NMT, and to the multilingual setting (Section 3).
[MASK]less scoring
A caveat unaddressed in both works is that retrieving LPLs from an MLM requires a sentence copy for each position, which restores lengthdependence in the number of inference passes (though unlike recurrence, these can be parallelized). Hence, we propose training a network q(W ; Θ S ) to match BERT's LPLs without [MASK] tokens. Specifically, we consider sentence-level regression towards the LPL sum:
To expedite training, we finetune q from the pretrained model P MLM directly, replacing the softmax with a regression layer ( Figure 1) .
More generally, one could use any student model q as in knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2014) . Here, the teacher gives individual token probabilities (T inference passes) while the student approximates their sum (one inference pass). This is also reminiscent of Oord et al. (2018) , which distills an autoregressive WaveNet teacher to a parallel WaveNet student. Other [MASK]less bidirectional models like XLNet (Yang et al., 2019b) could also give LPL estimates, though we leave this to future work.
Experiments and results
Further details can be found in Appendix A:
LMs. We rerank sequence-to-sequence hypotheses as in Section 2.1. Each hypothesis is given a log-likelihood score (uni-SANLM, GPT-2) or an LPL score (bi-SANLM, BERT, M-BERT, RoBERTa, XLM). We tune the LM weight λ on the development set to minimize word error rate (WER) for ASR or maximize tokenized BLEU for NMT. We then evaluate on the test set.
ASR. Our 100-best hypotheses are from Shin et al. (2019) , who use an end-to-end, 5layer BLSTMP model from ESPnet (Watanabe et al., 2018) on the 960-hour LibriSpeech corpus (Panayotov et al., 2015) . Though this baseline is not state-of-the-art, we use their lists to enable direct comparison in Table 4 .
NMT. Our 100-best hypotheses are from stateof-the-art subword base Transformer baselines 1 on five low-resource pairs from the TED Talks corpus (Qi et al., 2018) and one from IWSLT 2015 (Cettolo et al., 2015) . Length normalization (Wu et al., 2016) is applied to NMT (α = 0.6) and LM (α = 1.0) scores; we motivate this in Section 4.2.
Out-of-the-box (English)
We consider BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) , GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) , and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) , which are trained on 17GB, 40GB, and 160GB of written text respectively. Each model comes in similarly-sized 6-layer (117M / base) and 12-layer (345M / large) versions. GPT-2 is autoregressive, while BERT and RoBERTa are MLMs. We begin by reranking ASR outputs in Table 1 . 1 Four of our six baselines are described in a concurrent work (Nguyen and Salazar, 2019) . The remainder (en→ar, en→de) use the same setup, chosen for coverage by XLM.
As GPT-2 is trained on cased data whereas the ASR model does not output casing or punctuation, we use cased MLMs to compare out-of-the-box performance. We see that BERT outperforms its corresponding GPT-2 despite training on less data. RoBERTa gives a relative WER reduction of 30% on LibriSpeech test-clean and 18% on test-other.
We repeat the same on English-target NMT in Table 2 . As 100-best can be worse than 4-best due to the beam search curse (Yang et al., 2018; Murray and Chiang, 2018) , we decode both beam sizes and find no systematic degradation in our models. Reranking with BERT gives up to +1.1 BLEU over our strong baselines, remaining competitive with GPT-2. Using RoBERTa gives up to +1.7 BLEU over the corresponding 100-best baseline. Incidentally, we show conclusive improvements on Transformer encoder-decoder models via LM rescoring for the first time, despite only reranking; the most recent fusion work (Stahlberg et al., 2018) only used LSTM-based models. 
Out-of-the-box (multilingual)
To assess the limits of compositionality, we ask whether a shared multilingual MLM can improve translation into different target languages. We use the 100-language M-BERT models 2 , and the 15language XLM optionally trained with a crosslingual translation LM (TLM) objective (Lample and Conneau, 2019) . Monolingual training was done on Wikipedia, which gives e.g., 6GB of German text. We also rerank with German BERT models 3 trained on 16GB of text (similar to English BERT); see The 100-language M-BERT models gave no consistent improvement. The 15-language XLMs fared better, giving +0.2-0.4 BLEU, perhaps from using language tokens and incorporating fewer languages. Our German BERT results suggest an out-of-the-box upper bound of +0.8 BLEU, as with English BERT. We expect increase training data and model size will boost XLM performance, as with RoBERTa (large, cased) in Table 2 .
Domain adaptation
Out-of-the-box reranking may be hampered by how closely our models match the downstream text. For example, our uncased multilingual models strip accents, exacerbating their domain mismatch with the cased, accented gold translation. We examine this effect in the setting of Lib-riSpeech, which has its own 4GB text corpus and is fully uncased and unpunctuated, unlike the cased MLMs in Section 3.1. We rerank using indomain models in Using a BERT model trained only on the text corpus outperforms RoBERTa which is trained on far more data, underscoring the tradeoff between domain matching and out-of-the-box integration. Even minor differences like casing gives +0.3-0.4 WER at test time. In Section 4.2 we find that these domain shifts can be visibly observed from position-wise LPL values.
The best results still come from adapting a pretrained model to the text corpus with further training (Appendix A). We train and adapt as in BERT, i.e., using large contiguous blocks of tokens. Shin et al. (2019) use shallow, 3-layer SANLMs but do utterance-wise training, which is slower but may reduce mismatch even further.
Finetuning without masking
We finetune BERT to produce scores without [MASK] tokens. For LibriSpeech we take onefourth of the normalized corpus and keep sentences |W | ≤ 256 for speed, score them with our adapted BERT base, then do sentence-level regression (Section 2.3). We train using Adam with a learning rate of 10 −5 for 14 epochs then decay to 10 −6 for 1 epoch ( Sentence-level finetuning degrades performance by +0.5-0.6 WER, leaving room for future improvement.
This still outperforms GPT-2 (117M, cased), though this gap may be closed by adaptation. For now, maskless finetuning could be reserved in cases where only a masked language model is available, or when latency is essential.
Remarkably, we found that out-of-the-box scoring without [MASK] still significantly improves the baseline. This is likely from the 20% of the time BERT does not input [MASK], but instead inputs a random word or the same word (Devlin et al., 2019) . Future work could explore finetuning to positionwise distributions, as in sequence-level knowledge distillation (Kim and Rush, 2016) , for which our results are a naive performance bound.
System

Model
Output sentence
LibriSpeech (dev-other)
Baseline clasping truth and jail ya in the mouth of the student is that building up or tearing down GPT-2 class in truth and jail ya in the mouth of the student is that building up or tearing down BERT (adapted) clasping truth in jail gagging the mouth of the student is that building up or tearing down Target clapping truth into jail gagging the mouth of the student is that building up or tearing down
Baseline no preacher preach is more constructed GPT-2 no preacher appears more constructed BERT (adapted) no preacher preaches more constructed Target no preacher or priest is more constructive gl→en (test) Source (gl) Traballaba de asesora científica na ACLU , a Unión polas Liberdades Civís . Baseline I worked on a scientific status on the ACL, the Union by the Union Sivities . GPT-2 I worked on a scientific status on the ACL, the Union by the Union by the Union Civities . BERT I worked on a scientific status on the ACL, the Union by the Union of LiberCivities . Target (en) I was working at the ACLU as the organization 's science advisor . 
Analysis
Fluency via self-consistency
Although end-to-end P S2S predict W directly from X, interpolation with the unconditional LM score g(W ) remains widely used (Toshniwal et al., 2018) . The fusion case where score t is log-linear (Section 2.1) is shallow fusion; using a learned dynamic combination is deep fusion (Gulcehre et al., 2015) . Later works introduced cold and simple fusion (Sriram et al., 2018; Stahlberg et al., 2018) , which learn the language scorer first to surprising success. They argue that g(W ) expresses fluency; hence, fixing g early allows f (W , X) to focus its capacity on adequacy in representing the source, effectively disentangling the two.
Borrowing this intuition, we claim that taking g = LPL(W ) instead of log P LM captures fluency independently of token frequency, which tempers degradation in adequacy. Consider a rare proper name like W = "Benedict Cumberbatch". It is a highly-fluent but low-probability bigram, as
Informally, LPL(W ) expresses how likely each token is given other tokens (self-consistency), while log P LM (W ) expresses the unconditional probability of a sentence, beginning with the costly unconditional term P LM (Benedict). We demonstrate this effect numerically in Section 4.2.
Qualitatively, we examine where the baseline, GPT-2, and BERT gave different top-1 hypotheses ( Table 6 ). In our ASR examples, GPT-2 restores fluency using common words:
clasping truth and → class in truth and, no preacher preach → no preacher appears.
One can view this as an exacerbation of the rareword problem due to overconfident logits (Nguyen and Chiang, 2018) . Meanwhile, BERT only rewards self-consistency, which lets rarer but stillfluent words with better acoustic scores to persist:
clasping truth and → clasping truth in, no preacher preach → no preacher preaches.
The former preserves the p in the ground truth (clapping), while the latter preserves the second pr in the ground truth (priest).
NMT is known to be highly fluent but inadequate (Tu et al., 2017) , leading to over-and under-translation (Tu et al., 2016) . In our gl→en example, LPLs tempers this behavior while loglikelihood scores exacerbate it. GPT-2 reranks Union by the Union Sivities → Union by the Union by the Union Civities, which is even more over-translated (Union repeated thrice) than the baseline. BERT prefers the more globally-fluent Union by the Union of Liber-Civities, which also corrects the under-translation (i.e., omission) of Liber without being discouraged by the rare sequence LiberCivities.
Numerical properties of LPL
LPL's numerical properties make it an ideal foundation for future ranking or scoring schemes.
For example, given fixed |W | one expects − log P MLM (w t | W \t ) to be similar for all t, while − log P LM (w t | W <t ) decreases as t → |W |, as observed by Takahashi and Tanaka-Ishii (2018) in recurrent language models. We validate this with GPT-2 ( Figure 2) and BERT (Figure 3) . In particular, we see the outsized cost of the unconditional first unigram in Figure 2 . These also explain Shin et al. (2019) 's observation that bi-SANLM was more robust than uni-SANLM at shorter and earlier positions; the difference is intrinsic to log-probabilities versus LPLs, and is not due to model or data size. Figure 3 also shows how the domain mismatches in Section 3.3 affect LPL's positionwise cross-entropies. Cased BERT spikes at position 1, as it observes a lowercase word where a capitalized word is expected. All models spike at the final word of an utterance before the period. This is difficult to predict in English in general, but more so due to a mismatch between the BERT+LibriSpeech text corpora and the Lib-riSpeech test set, as the latter is segmented by voice activity and not punctuation (Panayotov et al., 2015) . LPLs drop at the period, as the model observes its terminal position (here the crossentropy predicts 60-80% probability for ".", which becomes 90+% after adaptation); otherwise the cross-entropies are largely flat. This also suggests positionwise LPLs as a way of detecting "disfluencies" (at least, those in the form of domain mismatch) by observing spikes in cross-entropy; with log-probabilities, spikes are confounded by the curve in Figure 2 .
In Figure 4 we plot sentence-level LPLs and observe linearity as |W | → ∞, with spikes from the last word and uncapitalized first word averaging out. This behavior motivates α = 1.0 for the length penalty of LPLs, which corresponds to the asymptotically-linear LP MLM = (5 + |W |)/(5 + 1). In contrast, autoregressive scores like P LM (W ) integrate over the inverse power law curve in Figure 2 . We speculate that this explains the effectiveness of Wu et al. (2016) Finally, scores from a naive multilingual autoregressive LM can be sensitive on the amount of data presented per language. For example, a model trained with more English than Spanish text would give P LM (Hey) P LM (Hola). This has motivated the use of initial language tokens (<en>, <es>) to condition multilingual sequence models (Johnson et al., 2017) . In contrast, LPLs leverages context from future same-language tokens. M-BERT uses this to justify training without language markers, as the above probabilities would be replaced by P MLM (Hey | how are ...) and P MLM (Hola | cómo estás ...).
We explore whether this makes LPLs robust across reference translations (e.g., casual speech ↔ casual speech). We plot length-normalized LPL estimates for our paired English and Vietnamese sentences using cased M-BERT (Figure 5) . These averaged LPLs match remarkably well, as seen visually by our equivalent-axes plot and a correlation of r = 0.45. There is a slight shift upwards (more negative LPLs on the Vietnamese half), which may be due to shared wordpieces between Indo-European languages. 
System combination
Given the different behaviors of LPL and LL scores, we explore whether ensembling the two can further improve performance. When interpolating we introduce γ such that:
Our results are in As the LPL model gets stronger, the improvement from adding scores from GPT-2 goes to zero, suggesting that their roles overlap at the limit (Section 4.1). However, unlike Shin et al. (2019) but like Chen et al. (2017b) , we found that interpolating with a unidirectional LM remained optimal, though our models are trained on different dataset and may introduce an ensembling effect.
Pseudoperplexity
We define pseudoperplexity (PPPL) analogously to perplexity, i.e., exp(− 1 |W | log P MLM (w t | W \t )). To encourage future exploration, we briefly test the relationship between pseudoperplexity and downstream metrics. For comparability, we compute word-level PPPL; instead of dividing by the number of tokens |W |, we divide by the number of words. We see a mild correspondence between PPPL improvements and post-reranking WER and BLEU in Table 8 and Table 9 . The midlines denote a change in tokenization, which can bias PPPL computation as defined above; this can be mitigated in the future by whole-word masking. In practice, we found that computing a new pretrained model's PPPL on a small sample helped quickly assess whether reranking would be worthwhile over a previous model.
Related work
The closest works are and Shin et al. (2019) , whose experimental differences are outlined in Section 2.2. Neither works consider the inference cost of masked reranking, which we address with our maskless scoring approach, or analyze LPL's numerical properties.
Future context. Log-probabilities conditioned on past and future context have been used in machine translation (MT) (Finch and Sumita, 2009; Xiong et al., 2011) and perennially in automatic speech recognition (ASR) (Shi et al., 2013; Arisoy et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017a,b) to positive effect. However, these concatenate forward and backward LMs; they do not model the interaction of w <t and w >t and are not LPLs (e.g., their cross-entropies in Figure 3 would be convex, not flat).
Language model integration. Beyond fusion and initialization from pretrained MLMs, monolingual pretraining has improved NMT performance (Ramachandran et al., 2017; Lample and Conneau, 2019) . However, compositional integrations of language representation models remain prevalent, especially in ASR. Contemporary examples are the use of BERT's finetuned scores for passage reranking (Nogueira and Cho, 2019) or 'as-is' cosine similarity scores from BERT to evaluate generated text (Zhang et al., 2019) . For example, in decoder pretraining one may have no pretrained multilingual LMs, which are difficult to train (Ragni et al., 2016) , but may already have finetuned BERT to a target language/domain. Fusion and reranking are not mutually exclusive with pretraining, although pretraining may be redundant in capturing fluency (Section 4.1).
Conclusion
We evaluated the effectiveness of reranking with pretrained masked language models for modern sequence-to-sequence models in both ASR and low-resource NMT. We found they can match or outperform reranking with comparable unidirectional language models. We attributed this to LPLs, namely their promotion of fluency via selfconsistency instead of "likeliness". Future work could include finding additional compositional uses of masked LMs, simplifying non-masked LPL computations, and using LPLs to devise better sentence-or document-level scoring metrics.
